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Abstract- With the rapid development of road infrastructure, the volume of the vehicle on the road network increases which
leads to traffic Congestion. The exact situation exists in the Coimbatore cities. Traffic congestions are amongst the top list of
the problems faced in Muscat and other cities around Coimbatore. This is mainly caused due to the rapid surprise in the
number of vehicles in a short period. To overcome such an impact of traffic congestions, it is required to develop an IoT
Based traffic control system. The proposed system would be based on the measurement of the actual traffic density on the
road. This would be achieved using real-time video and image processing techniques. Wherein the images captured and are
stored in the server, which will be compared with the real-time image captured via camera to identify the density. The theme is
to control the traffic by determining the traffic density on each side of the four roads and enabling a controlling option of the
traffic signal to the user through a software application.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing the number of populations hence, leading to the rapid usage of vehicles, therefore, increasing the traffic
level in different areas [1]. Road congestion is the main cause for slower speed, longer waiting time, accidents and frustration.
Therefore, to help to overcome such issue, we propose the initiation of Density-based Traffic Light using Raspberry
Pi 3 to reduce traffic through signal control. One major cause identified is traffic congestion. The traffic congestion trend needs
to be monitored closely to ensure the development of infrastructure is carried out effectively. In addition to that, traffic
congestion has been associated with longer waiting times, delays in travel time and may cause traffic violations. The routine
Traffic light signals are set at certain timing and are not able to recognize road density. With the development of technology,
the systems are turning smarts and more intelligent. The possibilities of remote controlling and monitoring is not a difficult task
compared to a couple of years back.
With the faster internet connectivity, the Advanced systems are developed to transmit data at a very high speed [2].
This communication has acted as a backbone for some breath-taking technological development which was released in the
market. This paper allows being one of the possible solutions to overcome such problem of traffic congestion, by utilizing
Raspberry Pi 3 with Image processing capability. We start by review of the literature. Based on this we develop a system
using IoT to monitor and control traffic signal based on density using image processing. The system is implemented and
simulated for monitoring traffic density, auto signaling mode, and a manual signaling mode.
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Figure:- 1 Traffic congestion.

II.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Many types of research try to find solutions for transportation and traffic management using different approaches
using sensors, artificial intelligence techniques, wireless sensor networks and digital image processing.
In [3] an array of IR sensors is deployed to count the number of vehicles on each lane of the road and record the
statistics on the cloud using Bluetooth connection, traffic density information is fed to clustering algorithms based on KNN
algorithm to determine expected required timing of traffic lights. Using short-range communication technology such as
Bluetooth requires that the access points close to the sensor array to achieve data transfer and thus increase the complexity of
the system, also using the clustering algorithm based on KNN leads to increased overhead in the cloud computing system,
which may result in a delay in decision- making and modification of traffic lights timing, which will reflect negatively on
traffic.
Another proposal for IoT based Traffic Signaling system using ultrasonic sensors has been developed in [4] where
ultrasonic sensors deployed at every 50 meters of road to capture the traffic density and communicate to Arduino to control
the traffic signals accordingly, density information is transmitted via Wi-Fi to Raspberry Pi 3 where analysis made on a heavy
congestion and less traffic with date and time and the same communicated to the web page of cloud which can be viewed by
the Traffic police authorities for further analysis.
This approach requires a huge number of sensors distributed closely which is not a feasible solution and managing
such number of sensors is not quite easy, also using ultrasonic sensors, which measure the distance mainly, for detecting
objects is a waste of resources. To reduce the risk of traffic congestion in emergencies, especially ambulances [5] proposed an
embedded system fixed in ambulance consists of Arduino Uno, GPS Arduino shield for tracking the ambulance and GSM
Arduino shield to update ambulance location on the web database. System tracks the path of ambulance and controls the
traffic lights to ensure that road junctions are free of congestion, making it easier for ambulances to pass smoothly and
without delay, but this proposal does not take into account the traffic density and the time required to reach to the traffic
signal, which may lead to early road evacuation in the case of low density and therefore error in the timing of the signals,
leading to increase the density in other directions or delayed evacuation in cases high density. Image processing techniques
and “ThingSpeak” IoT platform are utilized in [6] to calculate traffic density, this system deploys IP webcam on the traffic
junctions, capturing video and broadcasting it to the server where video and image processing techniques like segmentation
and features extraction algorithms are used to get a brief view related to traffic condition, the total number of vehicles will be
calculated and presence of the animal on the road will be detected by image processing from the camera. MATLAB
programming environment is used for developing the proposed system. The analysis of traffic monitoring would be done
using ThingSpeak Channel.

III.
DESIGN OF PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach focus is to monitor traffic density through camera grabbing images in real-time, then comparing it
with the reference image. The information is communicated to the server and can be remotely monitored and controlled. In
addition to that for emergency situation we include a RF transmitter in the ambulance and receiver in the traffic light. We will
implement this system for traffic controlling in a 4 lane junction. This system also considers pedestrian trying to cross the road
during green signal it will turn on an alarm and warn the pedestrian and traffic police. This system is also updated with the idea
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that, when a vehicle trying to move even during red signal it will turn on an alarm to warn the driver of the vehicle and the
traffic.

A. System block diagram
But the block diagram of the system is illustrated in Figure 2. The proposed systems consist of 3 functional entities, the
server, M2X IoT protocol, and Traffic Monitoring and Control Embedded System that is responsible for collecting traffic
density. Initially, the image is taken by the camera of the traffic junction when it is free (Traffic density equal to zero) which
forms the reference image shown in Figure 3.

Fig 2. System block diagram.

The camera continuously shoots the traffic junction and grabs real-time image as shown in Figure 4. Using digital image
processing techniques, Raspberry Pi 3 calculates the difference frame by comparing the real-time image with the reference image
shown in Figure 5. Since color information is not important in the process of determining the density of traffic, it is preferable to
convert the different frame of the images to grayscale as shown in figure 6. The grayscale image is then converted to a 2 color
black white binary image show in figure 7.

Fig. 3. reference image.

If the two images are the same, the result of the difference will be zero and the entire difference frame will appear black,
so we can know that the node is free of any vehicles. If there are vehicles in the field of vision of the camera, the difference frame
will result in black and white where the black pixels represent similar parts between the two images and The white pixels refers to
the different parts resulting from the presence of vehicles. By comparing the number of black and white pixels in the difference
frame, traffic density could be obtained. In the case of most of the pixels in black, it means that the similar parts between the two
images larger than the different parts and therefore node is mostly free of vehicles and traffic density is low in the opposite case
as most of the pixels in the white which means an that the different parts resulting from The presence of vehicles in the field of
vision of the camera is greater and therefore the traffic is high and the more the white area in the teams, the greater traffic density.
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Fig. 4. Real time image.

Fig. 5. Difference image.

Fig. 6. Gray scale image.

Density information is uploaded to M2x IoT cloud Platform (Server) using a Wi-Fi connection, this information is
accessible by desktop Java application designed to monitor and control the traffic lights by the authoritative of the process.
Control commands are uploaded to the cloud platform through the desktop application to be collected by the embedded system
and connected via raspberry pi 3to the control the unit consists of a time relay that controls traffic signal times.

Fig. 7. Binary image.
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B.
Implementation and Simulation
The coding is executed for achieving the design:
1) Initializing and setting up the Raspberry Pi 3 with necessary Wi-Fi/ Hotspot and device connections.
2) GPIO code for connecting the traffic LED as per the design.
3) Creating a User Interface in Java for communication to Raspberry to trigger the Traffic Light remotely.
4) Setting up the M2X server and ensuring the data are sent and received properly as per the requirements.

The following steps will explain the simulation steps:
• UI application is developed in Java to control data in Server.
• Image processing simulated in Matlab to check the traffic density
• Controlling of GPIO pins in Raspberry pi 3
• Capturing the real-time image using Raspberry Pi 3.
• Processing the real-time image to calculate the traffic density.
• Sending and retrieving data from Raspberry pi 3 to server, to achieve synchronization with the server.

IV.
CONCLUSION
The proposed method focused on overcoming the traffic congestion scenarios experienced. The system would primarily
focus on the image captured using the camera. The captured image would be cross-verified with a preset image loaded in the
server to identify the density. Based on the density, the traffic movements are the trigger for the junctions. This reduces the
overall waiting time and results in smoother traffic flow. The system would function automatically based on the collection of
density images send from the location to the server. Future Recommendation: Many upgrades on the system are foreseen with
more customization that could be adapted for various applications where remote monitoring and controlling is required. The
system can have more integration like incident detection and failure notification etc. With the development of advanced
technology, the platform can be used to integrate various devices like parking machines, Variable Message Signs, Traffic Count
Stations, and City Surveillance Cameras, etc. Giving better control and monitoring on various devices remotely. This would lead
the city to have an infrastructure which is smart, and technology-driven.
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